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Don’t forget to submit your entry for the 2016
The third “Show Some Love” day takes place
Campaign
Contest. Share your creative ideas for implementing
on Nov. 1, and challenges you to “Show Some
Moves” in support of the campaign by sharing a video the campaign within your department or agency.
of your best dance moves on social media using
The CFC Campaign Contest recognizes individuals,
reporting units, departments and agencies that demonstrate the
#ShowSomeMovesCFC.

The “Show Some Moves Challenge” is a great
opportunity to have fun while raising awareness for
the campaign.

Show Some Love theme and support the goals of the campaign.
Click below for more information

How to Get Involved:
Pull out your best dance moves and encourage your
colleagues to do the same.
Record and share a short video of yourself showing
off your best spin, strut or shimmy on social media
using #ShowSomeMovesCFC. Be sure to tag your
department or agency and the CFCNCA in the post!

A CFC Success Story
When Shawn was honorably discharged from the Army in 1992,
after serving four years with
back to Maryland, without
with his aunt and working at
tration led him to experilong, he ran into trouble

the 82nd Airborne, he moved
much of a plan. He was living
a fast food restaurant. Frusment with drugs, and before
with the law and was arrest-

ed for stealing.
Months after his incarceration, Shawn joined a CFC-supported
mission to help rebuild his life. Today, Shawn has transformed and is a husband and father with the stability he needs to help transform others who have
similar background.

Quote of the Week
“Remember that the happiest people are not those
getting more, but those giving more.”
-H. Jackson Brown, Jr.

November 1

Show Some Moves Challenge

November 21

Celebrate Thanksgiving with a Random Act of Kindness

November 29

Giving Tuesday

December 1

Campaign Contest Begins

To learn More About the CFC visit:
Facebook.com/CFCNCA
Twitter.com/CFCNCA
LinkedIn.com/CFCNCA

